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RESEARCH DEPARTMENT OF 

BOTANY ALUMNI SCHOLARSHIPS 

 
1. PGN ENDOWMENT FOR TOPPER IN BSC BOTANY 

2. BSB & PRK ENDOWMENT FOR TOPPER IN MSC BOTANY 

3. 1985-88 BSC BATCH ENDOWMENT FOR TOPPER IN MSC BOTANY 



Research & p.G. Department of Botany
M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with,B++, Grade
P.Vemballur, p.O. - 680621,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dist.

Principal :9MZS20g4.t
FI.O.D: 9526570267

Tel.: Office : O180-2850596

0480-2859032
Fax : 0480-2859032Email: principal.mesasmabi@gamil.com

Website:www.mesasmabi.com

This is to certi$r that the department scholarships for the 2llg-2olgpass out batch have

been awarded to students of the department under various category as folrows:

BOTANY DEPARTMENT SCHOLARSHIPS FOR 2O18.2OIg.PASS OUT BATCH

Head of Department
Research & PG Dept. of Botany

MES Asnrabi College
P. Vembailr.rr, j-irrlssur Dt.

Kerala - 6Bu 671

PGN Endowment for Topper in
BSc Botany- Rs. 1000/-

BSc SOTA}{Y 20lel,

BSB & PRK Endowrnent for
Topper in MSc Botany- Rs. 2000/_

nasc sOraNly 20l7Jt

1985-88 BSc batch Endowment for
Topper in MSc Borany- Rs. 1000/_

MSc BOTANy Zon-tg

Sl.No. Endowment Name of student &
contact no.

CLASS

I SI.INEERAMN
7592998801

)
SHAHANA.P
9778307354

3
SHAHANA.P
9778307354



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP 



M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 68067 l,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/72(A\12018- | U8l20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear DEVANANDHA M.R,

We are huppy to inform DEVANANDHA M.R, B.Voc.LOGISTICS
MANAGEMENT , FIFTH SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the

management scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on

exceptional academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The

scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program

from this academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each

year based the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and

the availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic

performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship

amount received.

SECRETARY & CORRESPONDENT CIPAL
PRIi,ICIPAL

Secretary & CorresPondent
MES Asmabi College

P. Vembailur P.O.,
Kodungallur'- 680671

/ 
f,.E.s. AsMABt..LLEGE

--ELIilB:hHx*



M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege. edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

IMES|AC91T2(AY20L8- 2 r/8t2018

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear FAHIM ANWAR M.H ,

we are happy to inform FAHIM ANWAR M.H, B.voc.LOGISTICS
MANAGEMENT , FIFTH SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the
management scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on
exceptional academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The
scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program
from this academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each
year based the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and
the availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic

e and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship
munt received.

SECRETARY & CORRESPONDENT

Seci',:l;ry & Coi-:,' :; 1l n r",l ent
lviES Asm,'i ili i-l'riie'ee

P. Venrbaiiut'P.C.,
Kodungallur - 680671

nErs:m[?I|lLLEcE

IPAL

PO.P,VEMBALI"U-R



M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web. www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : M80-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

IMES|AC91T2(A)/2018- 3 v8t20t8

MA}IAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear FARIS A.R ,

we are happy to inform FARIS A.R, B.Voo.LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT ,

FIFTH SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management
scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional
academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship
amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this
academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based
the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the
availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic
performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship
amount received.

6'Y
SECRETARY & CORRESPONDENT

Secretary & Corr^spondenI
MES A,smai,; Cr,liege

P. Vembali..ir p.O.,
Kodungallur - 6B06Z.t ,.rtf,tn-tiqf::



M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/72(A)|2018- 4 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSIilP

OFFER LETTER

Dear FIROS P.B ,

We are happy to inform FIROS P.B, B.Voc.LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT ,

FIFTH SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management
scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional
academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship
amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this
academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based
the satisfactory academic perfonnance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the
availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic
performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship
amount received.

6y
SECRETARY & CORRESPONDENT

Secretary & Corir:ocrCent
Iv4ES A.:nrar-,, Coilrge

P' Venibai!ur P'O''
Koclungallui" - 660671

AL
PRII{C'PAL

[I.E.S. ASMABICOLLEGE
P.O.P.VEMBALLUR

ylut{GALLUR-6s0 67t



M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 68067 l,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www. mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/72(A)|2018- s v8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear GOKUL UNNI K.U ,

We are happy to inforrr GOKUL UNNI K.U, B.Voc.LOGISTICS
MANAGEMENT , FIFTH SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the

management scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on
exceptional academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The
scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program

from this academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each

year based the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and

the availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic
performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship
amount received.

SECRETARY & CORRESPONDENT

Secretary & Coi"r'^s2cnde nt

tVi ES P'lri.lal-'i l'-'iieGe
P' Ve nrbl':;l';r F'O"

Kodungaliur'- 030671

AL
PRINCIPAL

t:filt''J^',.'.tf *
fgNNc^LLun.eooLrr



M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+r' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/72(A\/2018- 6 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear HADHIL P.S ,

we are huppy to inform HADHIL P.S, B.voo.LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT ,

FIFTH SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management
scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional
academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship
amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this
academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based
the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the
availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic
performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship
amount received.

M
SECRETARY & CORRESPONDENT

Secretary & Cor''csPordent
trIES Asrrer:i Ccllege

P' Venrbaiiirr"F O''

Kodungallur - 0E0671

AL

re*f$fl3'lfl,,.,o,

pJ,.-tHffi#ll;i;



M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web. www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal :9447520841

MES/AC9i72(A)/2018- 7 ll8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear KARTHIK M.U ,

WC ATC hAPPY tO iNfOrM KARTHIK M.U, B.VOC.LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT
, FIFTH SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management
scholarship for the academic year 2018-2A1.9. The selection was based on exceptional
academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship
amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this
academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based
the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the
availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic
performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship
amount received.

Secretary & Corrcspondent
MES Asrnabi Coilege

P. Vei^nl-.nli.;r P. O.,
KodLingalii r - :3C671

#
ECRETARY & CORRESPONDENT



M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+t' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 68067 l,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/72(A)/2018- 8 U8l20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear KHAIS C.S ,

We are huppy to inform KHAIS C.S, B.Voc.LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT ,

FIFTH SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management

scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional

academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship

amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this

academic 20L8-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based

the satisfactory academic perfoflnance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the

avaitability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic

performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship

amount received.

z--2M
-/

SECRETARY & CORRESPONDENT

Secretary & CorrcsPondent
- -MES 

AsiiiP'bi College
P' Vemtraili'rr P'O"- 

-

Kodungaliur - 630671

PAL
PRINCIPAL

P.O.P.VEMBALLUR

IP)UNGALLUR.680 671

ASMABI COLLEGE



M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+t' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web. www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 944752A841

MES/AC9/72(A)|2018- 9 ll8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaT MOHAMED HASANUL BENNA ,

We are happy to inform MOHAMED HASANUL BENNA, B.Voc.LOGISTICS
MANAGEMENT , FIFTH SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the
management scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on
exceptional academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The
scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program
from this academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each
year based the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and
the availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic
performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship
amount received.

M
SECRETARY & CORRESPONDENT

Secretary & Corr.-.sponderrt
l/ES A.sn':;' -t Coli'cge

P. Vei'rrbaiii;, P.O.,
Kodungairui-- f 30d71

iS.ASMABI COLLEGE
P.O.P.VEMBALLUR

AL

,pDar$^LLun.eaoizr



M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9l72(Ay20t8- t0

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSIIIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear MOHAMMED ADHIL M.A ,

we are happy to inform MOHAMMED ADHIL M.A, B.Voc.LOGISTICS

MANAGEMENT , FIFTH SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the

management scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on

exceptional academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The

scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program

from this academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each

year based the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and

the availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic

performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship

amount received.

#{"Y
SECRETARY & CORRESPONDENT PRINCIPAL

PRINCIPAL
hl.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE

P,O.P.VEMBALLURSecretary & Correspondent
MES A,smat;i College

P. Venr'qailur P,O.,
KcCungallr.rr" - 680671

U8t20t8

R.680olt



M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/72(Ay2018- tt lt8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear MOHAMMED ASIF T.I ,

We are happy to inform MOHAMMED ASIF T.I, B.Voc.LOGISTICS

MANAGEMENT , FIFTH SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the

management scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on

exceptional academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The

scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program

from this academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each

year based the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and

the availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic

performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship

amount received.

SECRETARY & CORRESPONDENT

Secretary & Corrcspondent
MES F,sma'r:i College

P. Veiirbailur- P.O.,
Kodungailur - 68C671

II.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
P.O.P.VEMBALLUR

f9ruilcALtuR-680 
671

,AL



M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+t' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/72(A)/20I8- t2

SECRETARY & CORRESPONDENT

Secretary & CorrcsponCent
MES AsmaLi Coliege

P. Vemi:aiiur- P.O.,
Kcdungalir.ii- - e.j3671

U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear MUHAMMED HASEEV ,

We are happy to inform MUHAMMED HASEEV, B.Voo.LOGISTICS
MANAGEMENT , FIFTH SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the

management scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on

exceptional academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The

scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program

from this academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each

yearbased the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and

the availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue shrdies or fail to meet the academic

performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship
amount received.

M
AL

PRI}iCIPAL
II.E.S. ASMAB! COLLEGE

P.OP.VEMBALtUR

yMnee*un.aioirr



M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege. edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal :9447520841

MES/ACg/7 2(A\/20 t8- 1 3 U8t20t8

MANAGEMEI\T SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaT MUHAMMED SALIH C.M,

We are happy to inform MUHAMMED SALIH C.M, B.Voc.LOGISTICS
MANAGEMENT , FIFTH SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the
management scholarship for the academic year 20L8-2019. The selection was based on
exceptional academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The
scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program
from this academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each
year based the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and
the availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meetthe academic
performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship
amount received.

6e'
SECRETAI.Y & CORRESPONDENT

Secretary & Corr-cspondent
MES A,sn^,aLi College

P. Vemhr;ijur p.C.,
Kodungalir-rr - AgC671



M.E.S. ASMABT COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

IMES I ACg t 7 2(A) t 20 t 8 - t 4 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear RINSHAD K.R,

We are happy to inform RINSHAD K.R, B.Voc.LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT ,

FIFTH SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management

scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional
academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship
amount is Rupees 250/- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this
academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based

the satisfactory academic perforrnance, adherence to the code of conduct, and thg

availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic

performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship
amount received.

SECRETARY & CORRESPONDENT

Secretary & Cori'cspondent
MES P'srn:lri Coliege

P. Venrbaiii:'r P'C''
Kodungaiiur'- 680671

PRI}'CIPAL
ASMABI COLTEGE

p,affixillflA:l}',n,



M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+t' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/72(Ay20I8- ls t/812018

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear RISVAN O.R ,

We are happy to inforrr RISVAN O.R, B.Voc.LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT ,

FIFTH SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management

scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional

academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship

amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this

academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based

the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the

availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic

perfonnance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay.the scholarship

amount received.

SECRETARY & CORRESPONDENT

Secretary & Cor':':sPonC':n[
MES A,smii' -,i ii-riicge

P' Vei::bi'ii 'r; i;'6''
Kodungailirr' - LgC671

'.- 'ir

.t 'ufi1d6?l



M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+r' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege. edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

}dES I AC9 17 2(A) I 20 t8- | 6 U8l20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear RIZWAN N.N ,

We are huppy to inform RIZWAN N.N, B.Voc.LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT ,

FIFTH SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management
scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional
academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship
amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this
academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based
the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the
availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic
performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to,repay the scholarship
amount rweived.

SECRETARY & CORRESPONDENT

Secreiary & Cerrespondent
1"4 ES A.sma r_ri,Jollege

P. Veirrbai:ur P.O.,
Kodungallur - 630671

ASMABI COLLEGE



M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege. edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/72(AV20L8- t7 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaT SAHIL A RAHMAN ,

we are happy to inform SAHIL A RAHMAN, B.voc.LOGISTICS
MANAGEMENT , FIFTH SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the
management scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on
exceptional academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The
scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program
from this academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each
year based the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and
the availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic
performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship
amount received.

.6v
SECRETARY & CORRESPONDENT

Secretary & Cor-r":snondent
lr{I3 A,:n: ,,; ilciieJe

[]. \.,1i1 ;r,.. ; - .r c.,
l.ii,C.:i_r , .,. )71

AL
PRINClPAL

:.S, ASMABI COLLEGE
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email : principal.mesasmabi@gmail. com
Web. www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES|AC91T2(Ay2018- 18 U8t20t8

MA}IAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear SALAHUDHEEN P.S ,

we are huppy to inform SALAHUDHEEN p.s, B.voc.LOGISTICS
MANAGEMENT , FIFTH SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the
management scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on
exceptional academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The
scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program
from this academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each
year based the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and
the availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic
performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship
amount received.

SECRETARY & CORRESPONDENT

Secretary & Corri:;-;ondcnt
MES Asn:i.',,i Jc!lcge

P. Verirbiiii,i'tr.C.'
Kodungallur - eiC671



M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+r' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web. www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal :9447520841

MES/AC9/72(A)1201 8- t9 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear SHINAS A.Y ,

we are happy to inform SHINAS A.Y, B.Voo.LoGISTICS MANAGEMENT ,

FIFTH SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management
scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional
academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship
amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this
academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based
the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the
availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic
performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship
amount received.

SECRETARY & CORRESPONDENT
Secreiary & Co:'".'sllndent

l'lES A,sma -,. ;-i.,ii;ge
P, Venrna, r- 2.C.,
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+t.' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A) t 20 t 8 - 20 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DCAT JANGIR SONAM SHANKAR,

We are happy to inform JANGIR SONAM SHANKAR, M.A. ENGLISH ,

SECOND SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management

scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional

academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship

amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this
academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based

the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the

availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic

performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship

amount received.

SECRETARY & CORRESPONDENT

Secretary & Ccri-: sponc!ent
MES F,srn;:, )oii:g;e
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur DL
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/72(A)(20 t 8- 2t U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear SREESHMA.M.S. ,

We are happy to infgrm SREESHMA.M.S., M.A. ENGLISH , SECOND
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship

for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic

interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic

2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the

satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance

and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount

roceived

SECRETARY & CORRESPONDENT

Secretary & Corrcspcndent
ItIES Asrnah' Cciieqe
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal :9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A)/ 20 t 8 - 22 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear AJNA ,

We are happy to inform AJNA, M.A. ENGLISH , SECOND SEMESTER that you
have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic year

2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential

observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the

awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The

scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic
performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any

reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic perfonnance and code of conduct

requirements, wi[[ be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B#' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email : principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

}'{ES I ACg t 7 2(A) I 20 t 8 - 23 U8t20t8

MANIAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear FAEESA NASREEN P.Z. ,

We are happy to inform FAEESA NASREEN P.2., M.A. ENGLISH , FIRST
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship

for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic

interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic

2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the

satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance

and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount

received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+r' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web. www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel. : Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A) / 20 t 8- 24 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaT NAHARSHAH SHERIN ,

we are happy to inform NAHARSHAH SHERIN, M.A. ENGLISH , FIRST
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship
for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic
interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 250/' for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic
2018'2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the
satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance
and code of conduct requirements, will be obtigated to repay the scholarship amount
received.

SECRETARY & CORRESPONDENT

Seclelary & Ccr ts J:,..irdent
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y.E.S.ASMABr CoLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with .Bi+, 

GradeP.Vemballur, p.O. - 6g067t,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail. 

com
Web.www.mesasmabicoll"gi.iau.i, ----

Tel.: Office : 0480_2850596
Principal :9447520g41

MES I AC9 / 7 2(A) / 20 t s _ 2 s

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER
Dear NEEMA SIRAJ,

we are happy to inform NEEMA 
'IRAJ, 

B.A.ENGLISH, FIRST 
'EME'TER

that you have been selected as a recipient of the management schorarship for theacademic yeat 2018-2019' The selection was based on exceptionar academic interestand potential observed from among the applicants. The schorarship amount is Rupees250/- for the awardee for each ,.-."rr., 
"f ;;;;;g; from this academic year 20rg_2019' The scholarship amount and tenure i, ..rewuble each year based the satisfactoryacademic performance' adherence to the code of conduct, and the availabilityof funds.For any reason' discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and codeof conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+r' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A) / 20 t 8 - 26 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SC HOLARSIilP

OFFER LETTER

DCaT NAEEMA SIRAJ ,

we are happy to inform NAEEMA SIRAJ, B.A.ENGLISH , FIRST SEMESTER
that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic
year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential
observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the
awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The
scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic
performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availabitity of funds. For any
lrcasron, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct
rquirements, \{ril[ be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with ,B++, Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege. edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/72(AY20L8- 27 t/8/2018

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFF'ER LETTER

Dear SONA STANLY,

we are happy to inform soNA srANLy, B.A.ENGLISH, FIRST SEMESTER
that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the
academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest
and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees
2501'for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic year 20lg-
2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory
academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availabilityof funds.
For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code
of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.

SECRETARY & CORRESPONDENT PRINCIPAL



M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+t' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Wcb.www.mesasmabicolle ge. edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A) t 20 1 8- 28 v8l20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

. OFFbRLETTER

DeaT FATHIMA FARHANA ,

We are happy to inform FATHIMA FARHANA, B.A.ENGLISH , FIRST
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship
for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic

interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 250A for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic

2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the

satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance

ad code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount

received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O..- 68067 l,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web. www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal :9447520841

MES/AC9/72(A)/ 20 t 8- 29 lt8t20t8

MANAGEMEN.T SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear NIMYA MA ,

We are happy to inform NIMYA MA, B.A.ENGLISH , FIRST SEMESTER that
you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic
year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential
observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the
awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The
scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic
performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any
reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct
requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+r' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.0. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege. edu.in

Tel.: Offrce : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A) / 20 1 I - 30 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSIIIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear SUMAYYA,

We are happy to inform SUMAYYA, B.A.ENGLISH , FIRST SEMESTER that
you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic
year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential
observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the
awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The
scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic
performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any
rcason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct
requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.

SECRETARY & CORRESPONDENT

Secretary & Corr:spondent
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+r' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/7 z(A)t 20 t8- 3 1 U8t20t8

MAI\AGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear ARUN VS ,

We are happy to inform ARUN VS, B.A.ENGLISH , FIRST SEMESTER that
you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic

year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential

observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the

awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The

scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic

performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any

reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic perfbnnance and code of conduct

requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 68067 l,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege. edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/ACg/7 2(A) I 20 t 8- 32 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear RASMTYA TA ,

We are happy to inform RASMryA TA, B.A.ENGLISH , FIRST SEMESTER
that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic

year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential

observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the

awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The

scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic

performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any

reason, discontinue sfudies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct
requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.

SECRETARY & CORRESPONDENT
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.0. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9i7 2(A) / 20 t 8- 33 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSI{IP

. OFFERLETTER

DeaT ANJITHA ANIL ,

we are happy to inform ANJITHA ANIL, B.A.ENGLISH , FIRST SEMESTER
that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic
year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential
observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 25Ol- for the
awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 21l8-2}lg. The
scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic
performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any
r€ason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct
rcquirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/72(A)/ 20 t8- 3 4 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaT SAFA FATHIMA ,

We are happy to inform SAFA FATHIMA, M.A. ENGLISH , FIRST SEMESTER
that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic

year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential

observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the
awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The

scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic

performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any

r€asoo, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic perfbflnance and code of conduct

requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.

SECRETARY & CORRESPONDENT

Secretary & Corrcspondent
MES A.sm;_bi ,.loilege
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 68067 l,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal :9447520841

MES/AC9I72(A)/ 20 t 8- 3 s U8l20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear ANJANA U ,

We are huppy to inform ANJANA U, M.A. ENGLISH , FIRST SEMESTER. that
you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic
year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential
observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the
awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The
scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic
performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any
reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct
requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 68067 l,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A) / 20 | 8- 3 6 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSIilP

OFFER LETTER

Dear FASNA A ,

We are happy to inform FASNA A, M.A. ENGLISH , FIRST SEMESTER that
you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic
year 2018-2019. The selection wai based on exceptional academic interest and potential
observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 25Ol- for the
awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The
scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic
performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any
reasoq discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct
requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+r' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Offrce : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A) I 20 t 8- 37 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear FATHIMATH SUHRA ,

We are happy to inform FATHIMATH SUHRA, M.A. ENGLISH , FIRST
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship
for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic

interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic
2018-2019. The scholarship'amount and tenure is renewable each year based the
satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance

and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount
received.

SECRETARY & CORRESPONDENT
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballuq P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal :9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A)/20 18- 38 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTINDHULAKSHMITS,

We are huppy to inform INDHULAKSHMI T S, M.A. ENGLISH , FIRST

SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship

for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic

interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is

Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic

2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the

satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance

and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount

received
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+r' Grade
P.Vemballuq P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9t72(AY20r8- 39 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTMUFEEDAPT,

we are happy to inform MUFEEDA P T, M.A. ENGLISH , FIRST SEMESTER
that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic
year 2018'2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential
observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 25Ol- for the
awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The
scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic
performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availabitity of funds. For any
reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct
requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.

SECRETARY & CORRESPONDENT

Secreiary & Cor-r:si6n3on1
I\{i:S l,sm,,. -r -'r:rlege

P. Ventb;,i,.,r. p.O.,
Kodungaliur._ 680671

ASMABI GOLLEGE



M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'Br*' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A)/ 20 t8- 40 U8t20t8

MAIIAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTNASEEHAMA,

we are happy to inform NASEEHA M A, M.A. ENGLISH , FIRST SEMESTER
that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic
year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential
observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the
awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The
scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic
performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any
reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct
rquirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.

6v>/
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

IMES I AC9 t 7 2(A) I 20 | I - 4 t U8l20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTNASREENTS,

We are happy to inform NASREEN T S, M.A. ENGLISH , FIRST SEMESTER
that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic
year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential

observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the

awardee for each semester of your progriun from this academic 2018-2019. The
scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic
performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any

reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct
requirements, vrill be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+t' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web. www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/72(AY20I8- 42 lt8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSIIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTSAINABAEM,

We are happy to inform SAINABA E M, M.A. ENGLISH , FIRST SEMESTER

that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic

year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential

observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 250/- for the

awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The

scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic

performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any

reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct

rcquirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.

SECRETARY & CORRESPONDENT
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+t' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web. www.mesasmabicollege. edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A)t 20 t8- 43 U8l20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTSAYANAMV,

We are huppy to inform SAYANA M V, M.A. ENGLISH , FIRST SEMESTER
that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic
year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential
observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the
awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The
scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic
performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any
reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct
requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.

6V
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web,www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal :9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A) / 20 t 8 - 44 U8/2018

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTSOORAJMP,

we are happy to inform sooRAJ M P, M.A. ENGLISH , FIRST SEMESTER
that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic
year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential
observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the
awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The
scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic
performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any
reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct
requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A)t 20 t 8 - 4s ll8l20t8

MANAGEMEI\T SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DEaT SUMAYYA SHAMSU ,

We are huppy to inform SUMAYYA SHAMSU, B.A. ENGLISH , THIRD
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship
for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic
interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 250/- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic
2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the
satisfactory academic perfbrmance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance

and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount
received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+r' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.0. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal :9M7520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A)t 20 t8 - 46 ll8l20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTSAINABAEM,

We are happy to inform SAINABA E M, B.A. ENGLISH , THIRD SEMESTER
that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic
year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential
observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the
awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The
scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic
performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any
reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct
rcquirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.

.M
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web. www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal :9447520841

MES/AC9I72(AY20I8- 47 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaT THASNA NASAR ,

We are happy to inform THASNA NASAR, B.A. ENGLISH , THIRD
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship
for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic

interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic

2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the
satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance

and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount
received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : M80-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A) / 20 | 8- 48 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear THASNEEM ,

We are happy to inform THASNEEM, B.A. ENGLISH , THIRD SEMESTER that

you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic

year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential

observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the

awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The

scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic

performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any

reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct

requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+r' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES I AC9 t 7 2(A) / 20 t8 - 49 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSIilP

O,FFER LETTER

DeaTAJISHMAKP,

we are happy to inform AJISHMA K P, B.A. ENGLISH , THIRD SEMESTER
that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic
year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential
observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 250/- for the

'awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The
scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic
performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any
reas{on, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code ofconduct
requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal :9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A) I 20 t 8 - s 0 U8l20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTANEESHA S P,

We are huppy to inform ANEESHA S P, B.A. ENGLISH , THIRD SEMESTER
that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic
year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential
observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the
awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The
scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic
performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any
reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct
requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES / AC9 I 7 2(A) / 20 t 8 - s t U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTSHAMEEMAPH,

We are happy to inform SHAMEEMA P H, B.A. ENGLISH , THIRD
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship
for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic
interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic
2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the
satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance
and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount
received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+r' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 68067 l,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege. edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 944752084I

MES/AC9/7 2(A) I 20 t 8 - s2 U8120t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DEaT ASWIN KRISHNA T M ,

we are happy to inform ASWIN KzuSHNA T M, B.A. ENGLISH , THIRD
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship
for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic
interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of youi program from this academic
2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the
satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance
and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount
received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B**' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Etnail: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

IMES / ACg I 7 2(A) I 20 | 8 - s 3 U8l20t8

MAI\AGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTALFAKM,

We are happy to inform ALFA K M, B.A. ENGLISH , THIRD SEMESTER that

you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic

year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional acadernic interest and potential

observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the

awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The

scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic

performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any

reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct

requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B#' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal :9447520841

MES/AC9/72(AY20t8- s4 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCTIOLARSIilP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTARYAPS,

We are happy to inform ARYA P S, B.A. ENGLISH , THIRD SEMESTER that
you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic
year 2018'2019. The selection was based on exceptional acadernic interest and potential
observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 25Ol- for the
awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The
scholarship amourfi and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic
performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any
reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct
requirements, wi[[ be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Offrce : 0480-2850596
Principal :9447520841

MES/AC9/7 z(A\t 20 t8- s s U8l20t8

MAIIAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaT KEERTHANA ANISH ,

We are happy to inform KEERTHANA ANISH, B.A. ENGLISH , THIRD
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship
for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic
interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic
2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the
satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance
and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount
received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B#' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal :9447520841

MES/AC9/72(A)/2018- s6 t/8t2018

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTNADHATA,

We are happy to inform NADHA T A, B.A. ENGLISH , THIRD SEMESTER that
you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic
year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential

observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the

awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2}fi-2019. The
scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic
performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any

reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct
requirements, urill be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A)/ 20 1 8- s7 U8/2018

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSIilP

OFFER LETTER

DeaT FATHIMA NIHANA ,

We are happy to inforrr FATHIMA MHANA, B.A. ECONOMICS , THIRD
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship
for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic
interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 250/- for the awaxdee for each semester of your program from this academic
2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the
satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance
and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount
roceived-
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+r' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 68067 l,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web. www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/72(Ay20I8- s8 U8/20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear JASMIN PA ,

we are happy to inform JASMIN PA, B.A. ECONOMICS , THIRD SEMESTER
that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic
year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential
observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the
awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The
scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic
performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any
reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct
requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+t' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/72(A)/ 20 t8- s9 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear Thabshira PA ,

We are happy to inform Thabshira PA, B.A. ECONOMICS , FIRST SEMESTER
that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic
year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential
observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the
awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The

scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic
performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any
reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct
requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with'BH' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Offrce : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/72(Ay20r8- 60 ll8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFTER LETTER

Dear Jibin pal VS ,

We are happy to inform Jibin pal VS, B.A. ECONOMICS , FIRST SEMESTER
that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic

year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential

observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the

'awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The

scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic

performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any

reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct

requirements, \{rill be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-acuedited by NAAC with 'B+r' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal :9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A)t 20 1 8- 6 t U8/2018

MAIIAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DearNihala parvin VR,

we are happy to inform Nihala parvin vR, B.A. ECONOMICS , FIRST
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship
for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic
interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 25AL for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic
2018'2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the
satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, andthe availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance
aod code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount
received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B**' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A) I 20 t I - 62 ll8l20t8

MANIAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaT MUHAMMED HASHIM P.A ,

We are huppy to inform MUHAMMED HASHIM P.A, B.Sc. BOTANY , FIRST
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship
for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic
interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic
2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the
satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance
and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount
received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A)t 20 t8- 63 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSIilP

OFFER LETTER

Dear SREELAKSHMI K.B ,

We are h"ppy to inform SREELAKSHMI K.B, B.Sc. BOTANY , FIRST
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management schotarship
for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic
interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 25Ol- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic
2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the
satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, andthe availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance
and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount
received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 68067 l,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/72(A)/201 8- 64 U8t20t8

MAI\AGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear ADILA P.M ,

We are huppy to inform ADILA P.M, B.Sc. BOTAI.IY , FIRST SEMESTER that
you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic

year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential

observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the

avmf,dee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The

scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic

performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any
reallon, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic perfonnance and code of conduct

nts, wi[[ be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+r' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal :9447520841

IMES I AC9 I 7 2(A) I 20 t I - 6s U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSIIIP

OFFER LETTPR

Dear NAJAH PAMBINEZHIIH SAGEER ,

we are happy to inform NAJAH PAMBINEZHIIH SAGEER, B.Sc. BOTANY
, FIRST SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management
scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional
academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship
amount is Rupees 250/- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this
academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based
the satisfactory academic perfornance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the
availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic
performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship
amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+t' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A)l 2018- 66 U8l20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaT FAMITHA UBAID ,

We are happy to inform FAMITHA UBAID, B.Sc. BOTANY , SIXTH
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship
for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic

interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic

2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the

satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance

and code of conduct requirements, wi[[ be obligated to repay the scholarship amount
received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.0. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

n,,ES / AC9 t 7 2(A) I 20 t I - 67 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSIIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear MUFEEDHA KM ,

We are happy to inform MUFEEDHA KM, B.Sc. BOTANY , SIXTH
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship

for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic

interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship arnount is

Rupees 250/- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic

2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the

satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, andthe availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance

and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay ihe scholarship amount

receivd.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-acffedited by NAAC with 'B#' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal :9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A) I 20 1 I - 68 r/8/2018

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaT HANFI HANEEFA T ,

We are huppy to inform HANFI HANEEFA T, B.Sc. BOTANY , SIXTH

SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship

for the academic year 2018-20t9. The selection was based on exceptional academic

interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is

Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic

2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the

satisfactory academic perfbrmance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability

of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance

and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount

received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B*r' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MESiAC9/7 2(A)l 20 18- 69 U8l20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear KRISHNA NS ,

We are happy to inform KRISHNA NS, B.Sc. BOTAIry , SIXTH SEMESTER
that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic
year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential

observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the

awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The

scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic
performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any

reilson, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct
rquirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B**' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A)/20 t8- 7 0 U8l20r8

MAI\AGEMEI\T SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear THASINI TM ,

We are happy to inform THASIM TM, B.Sc. BOTANY , SIXTH SEMESTER
that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship.for the academic

year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential

observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the

awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The
scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic

performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any

reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct

requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A) / 20 t 8 - 7 t U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear VRINDA KS ,

We are happy to inform VRINDA KS, B.Sc. BOTANY, SIXTH SEMESTER that
you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic
year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential
observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the
awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The
scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic
performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any
reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct
requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A)12018- 7 2 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTISMAILKI,

We are happy to infonn ISMAIL K I, B.Voc FISH PROCESSING

TECHNOLOGY , FIRST SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the

management scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on

exceptional academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The

scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program

from this academic 20t8-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each

year based the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and

the availabitity of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic

performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship

amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+r' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.0. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES t AC9 I 7 2(A) I 20 t I - 7 3 U8t20t8

MANIAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTSUBINKB,

we are happy to inform SUBIN K B, B.voc FISH pRocESSING
TECHNOLOGY , FIRST SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the
management scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on
exceptional academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The
scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program
from this academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each
year based the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and
the availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic
performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship
amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'Br_r' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web. www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A) / 20 18 - 7 4 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaT THAMANNA PARVEEN ,

We are happy to inform THAMANINA PARVEEN, B.Voc FISH PROCESSING
TECHNOLOGY , FIRST SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the
management scholarship for the academic year 2}l8-2}lg. The selection was based on
exceptional academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The
scholarship amount is Rupees 250/- for the awardee for each semester of your program
from this academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each
yearbased the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and
the availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic
performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obtigated to repay the scholarship
amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 68067 l,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email : principal. mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Offrce : 0480-2850596
Principal :9447520841

MES/AC9/72(A)/ 20 t8- 7 s U8l20t8

MAIIAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTASEELAKA,

We are huppy to inform ASEELA K A, B.Sc. AQUACULTURE , FIFTH
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship
for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic

interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic
2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the
satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance
and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount
roceived.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'Br--r' Grade
P.Vernballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/72(Ay20LS- 76 U8l20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTSHIFANAAY,

We are huppy to inform SHIFANA A Y, B.Sc. AQUACULTURE , SIXTH
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship

for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic

interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic

2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the

satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance

and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount

received-
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with .B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web. www.mesasmabicollege. edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal :9447520841

IMES|AC91T2(AY20I8- 77 l18l20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear SISIRA K JOSEPH ,

we are huppy to inform SISIRA K JosEpH, B.Sc. AeUACULTURE , FouRTH
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship
for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic
interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic
2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the
satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance
and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount
received.

SECRETARY & CORRESPONDENT
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+r' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 68067 l,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege. edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A) I 20 t 8- 7 8 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCIIOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaT SREENANDHANA VALSAN,

we are huppy to inform SREENANDHANA VALSAN, B.Sc. AQUACULTURE
, FOURTH SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management
scholarship for the academic year 20L8-2019. The selection was based on exceptional
academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship
amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this
academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based
the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the
availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic
performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obtigated to repay the schotarship
amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: OfIice : 0480-2850596
Principal :9M7520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A) I 20 | 8- 7 9 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSIIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaT ZAINUL ABID P M ,

We are happy to inform ZAINUL ABID P M, B.Sc. AQUACULTURE ,

FOURTH SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management

scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional

academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship

amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this

academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based

the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the

availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic

performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship

amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/72(Ay20I8- 80 U8l20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTANUMOLKP,

We are happy to inform ANUMOL K P, B.Sc. AQUACULTURE , THIRD

SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship

for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic

interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is

Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic

2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the

satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue sfudies or fail to meet the academic performance

and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount

received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B#' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/72(Ay2018- 81 U8l20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear ASNA BEEGUM ,

We are happy to inform ASNA BEEGUM, B.Sc. AQUACULTURE , THIRD
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship

for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic

interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is

Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic

2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the

satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, andthe availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance

and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount

received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.0. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal :9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A)l 20 L8- 82 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTALEENANS,

We are happy to inform ALEENA N S, B.Sc. PHYSICS , FIRST SEMESTER

that you have be.en selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic

year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential

observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the

awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The

scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic

performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any

reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct

rquirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.

SECRETARY & CORRESPONDENT

III.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/72(A)/201 8- 83 ll8l20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaT ADEEB SABIR P A ,

We are happy to inform ADEEB SABIR P A, B.Sc. PHYSICS , FIRST
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship
for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic
interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 250/- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic
2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the
satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the avaitabiliry
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance
and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount
received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web. www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A) I 20 t8- 84 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSIilP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTASHIQMM,

We are happy to inform ASHIQ M M, B.Sc. PHYSICS , THIRD SEMESTER that
you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic
year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential
observed from among the applicants. The schotarship amount is Rupees 250/- for the
awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The
scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic
performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any
re{rsc}n, discontinue shrdies or fail to meet the academic perfonnance and code of conduct
requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Wcb. www.sresasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/72(Ay2018- 8s U8l20t8

MAhIAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTIMAKG,

We are happy to inform IMA K G, B.Sc. PHYSICS , THIRD SEMESTER that

you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic

year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential

observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 250/. for the

awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The

scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic

performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any

rqason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic perfonnance and code of conduct

requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.0. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/72(Ay2018- 86 U8l20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaT AFRTN FAISAL ,

We are happy to inform AFRIN FAISAL, B.Sc. PHYSICS , FIFTH SEMESTER

that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic

year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential

observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the

awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The

scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each yeax based the satisfactory academic

performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any

reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct

requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+r' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 68067 l,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A) I 20 | 8 - 87 U8/2018

MANAGEMENT SCIIOLARSIilP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTMUHAMMED VIDAD A ,

We are happy to inform MUIIAMMED VIDAD A, B.Sc. PHYSICS , FIFTH
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship
for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic
interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 2501- for the awardee,for each semester of your program from this academic
2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the
satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance
and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount
received-
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+t' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal :9447520841

MES/AC9/72(Ay20I8- 88 U8t20t8

MA}IAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaT SALMAN FARIS P M ,

We are happy to inform SALMAN FARIS P M, B.Com. Finance , FIFTH
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship
for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic

interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic

2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the

satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance

and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount
received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B*-r' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

}'lES I AC9 t 7 2(A) t 20 | 8- 89 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaT ATHUL KUMAR K S ,

We are happy to inform ATHUL KUMAR K S, B.Com. Finance , FIFTH

SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship

for the academic year 2018-20L9. The selection was based on exceptional academic

interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is

Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic

2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the

satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the.code of conduct, and the availability

of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance

and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount

roceived.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'Bt-t' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A)l 20 t8- 90 U8l20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTAMBADYPS,

We are happy to inform AMBADY P S, B.Com. Finance , FIFTH SEMESTER
that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic

year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential

observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the

awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The

scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic

performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any

reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct

nts, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 68067 l,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/7 z(A)t 20 18- 9 t U8l20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear MOHAMED BASITH V M ,

We are happy to inform MOHAMED BASITH V M, B.Com. Finance , FIFTH
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship
for the academic year 2018-2}lg. The selection was based on exceptional academic
interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic
2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the
satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance
and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount
received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 68067 L,

Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web. www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

IMES I AC9 t 7 2(A) I 20 t 8- 92 U8l20r8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaT MOHAMMED NEHEEL M A ,

We are happy to inform MOHAMMED NEHEEL M A, B.Com. Finance , FIFTH
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship

for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic

interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is

Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic

2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the

satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, andthe availability
of fimds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance

and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount

received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447524841

MES/AC9/7 2( A) I 20 t I - 9 3

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear MOHAMED SADIQ C M ,

We are happy to inform MOHAMED SADIQ C M, B.Com. Finance , FIFTH

SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship

for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic

interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is

Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic

2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the

satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance

and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount

received.
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MES/AC9/7 2(A) t 20 | 8 - 9 4 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaT MOHAMED BIN SATHAR ,

We are happy to inform MOHAMED BIN SATHAR, B.Com. Finance , FIFTH
SEMESTER that you haye been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship
for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic
interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic
2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the
satisfactory academic perfonnance, adherence to the code of conduct, andthe availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance
ad code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount
receivod-
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A) I 20 t 8 - 9 5 U8l20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear NAZIM NIHAL ,

We are happy to inform NAZIM NIHAL, B.Com. Finance , THIRD SEMESTER
that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic
year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential
observed from among the applicants. The scholarship ilnount is Rupees 2501- for the
awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The
scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic
performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any
reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct
requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal :9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A\/ 20 1 8- 96 U8l20t8

MANAGEMEI\T SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaT RTYAS RASHEED C R ,

We are happy to inform RIYAS RASHEED C R, B.Com. Finance , THIRD

SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship

for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic

interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is

Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic

2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the

satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance

and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount

received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege. edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal :9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A) I 20 t 8 - 97 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTSAMEENAMS,

We are happy to inform SAMEENA M S, B.Com. Finance , THIRD SEMESTER
that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic
year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential
observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the
awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The
scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic
performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any
reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct
requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+r' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 68067 l,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege. edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal :9447520841

MES/AC9/72(Ay2018- 98 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSIilP

OFFER LETTER

Dear THAMNA MOHAMMED ,

We are happy to inform THAMNA MOHAMMED, B.Com. Finance , THIRD
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship
for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic
interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic
2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the
satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the avaitability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance
and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount
received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+r' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A) I 20 18- 99 U8l20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaT RAISA NASARINE C A ,

We are happy to inform RAISA NASARINE C A, B.Com. Finance , THIRD
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship
for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic
interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 250/- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic
2Al8-20L9. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the
satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, qd the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance
and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount
received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+r' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege. edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/72(Ay20I8- 100 U8t20r8

MAIIAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear MOHAMMED SHEHZAD K H ,

We are happy to inform MOHAMMED SHEHZAD K H, B.Com. Finance ,

THIRD SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management

scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional
academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship
amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this
academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based

the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the

availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fait to meet the academic
performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship
amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A',)/ 20 t8- t0 I U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSIIP

OBFER LETTER

DeaT SETHUKRISHNA ,

we are huppy to inform SETHUKRISHNA, B.com. Finance , FIRST
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management schotarship
for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic
interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 250/- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic
2018'2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the
satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue sfudies or fail to meet the academic performance
and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount
received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A) / 20 t 8- t 02 U8t20t8

MANAGEMEI\T SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear FASNA C K,

We are happy to inform FASNA C K, B.Com. Finance , FIRST SEMESTER that
you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic

year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential

observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the

awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The

scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic

performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any

reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct

requircments, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.0. - 680671,
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Email : principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
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Principal :9M7520841

MES/AC9/72(Ay20r 8- 103 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTASWINMB,

We are happy to inform ASWIN M B, B.Com. Finance , FIRST SEMESTER that

you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic

year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential

observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the

awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The

scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic

performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any

reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct

requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/72(A)DA8- rc4 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSIilP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTADITHYAKG,

We are happy to inform ADITHYA K G, B.Com. Finance , FIRST SEMESTER

that you have been selected as a recipient ofthe management scholarship for the academic

year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential

observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the

awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The

scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic

performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any

reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct

requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal :9447520841

MES/AC9/72(Ay20I8- los U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear KEERTHANA ,

We are happy to inform KEERTHANA, B.Com. Finance , FIRST SEMESTER
that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic
year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential
observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the
awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The
scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic
performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any
reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct
requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web. www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/72(A)/2018- 106 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTFASNATM,

we are happy to inform FASNA T M, B.Sc. Psychology , FIFTH SEMESTER
that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic
year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential
observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the
awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The
scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic
performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any
reason, discontinue sfudies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct
requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+t' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege. edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A) I 20 t8- t 07 U8t20t8

MAI\AGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaT FATHIMA FITHA ,

We are happy to inform FATHIMA FITHA, B.Sc. Psychology , FIFTH
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship

for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic

interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is

Rupees 250/- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic

2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the

satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any re{Lson, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance

and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount

received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.0. - 68067 l,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

M.ES| AC9 t72(Ay20 l 8- l 08 U8l20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear HASNA MOHAMED ,

We are happy to inform HASNA MOHAMED, B.Sc. Psychology , FIFTH
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship

for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic

interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is

Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic

2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the

satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance

and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount

roceived.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B**' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447524841

MES/AC9/72(Ay20I 8- 109 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTJOPHIAPJ,

We are huppy to inform JOPHIA P J, B.Sc. Psychology , FIFTH SEMESTER that

you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic

year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential

observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 250/- for the

awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The

scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic

performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any

reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct

rquirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+r' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/72(A)/2018- I l0 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear JUVIN K JOSHI ,

We are huppy to inform JUVIN K JOSHI, B.Sc. Psychotogy , FIFTH SEMESTER
that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic
year 2018'2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential
observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 250/- for the
awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The
scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic
performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any
reasoll, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic perfonnance and code of conduct
requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+r' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web. www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A)/ 20 1 8- 1 t t lt8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear JISHANA NAZER,

We are happy to inform JISHANA NAZER, B.Sc. Psychotogy , FIFTH
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship
for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic
interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 250/- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic
2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the
satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance
and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount
received-
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+t' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege. edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841

MES/AC9/7 2(A\ I 20 18- 1 1 2 U8t20t8

MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTPARVATHYCS,

We are happy to inform PARVATHY C S, B.Sc. Psychology , FIFTH
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship
for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic
interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic
2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the
satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance
and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount
received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B**' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 68067 l,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTJINSHANAPA,

We are happy to inform JINSHANA P A, B.Sc. Psychology, FIFTH SEMESTER
that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic

year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential

observed from among the applicants. The scholarship a.mount is Rupees 250/- for the
'awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The

scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic

performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any

reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct

requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTNIMITHAPH,

We are happy to inform NIMITHA P H, B.Voc TOURISM AND HOSPITALITY
MANAGEMENT , SECOND SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of
the management scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based

on exceptional academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The

scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program
from this academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each

yearbased the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and

the availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic
perfonnance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship
amount received.
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTVISHWASTT,

We are happy to inform VISIIWAS T T, B.Voc TOURISM AND HOSPITALITY
MANAGEMENT , SECOND SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of
the management scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based

on exceptional academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The
scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program
from this academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each
year based the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and
the availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic
perfonnance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship
amount received.
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTSTEENANS,

We are happy to inform STEENA N S, B.Com.COMPUTER APPLICATION ,
FIFTH SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management

scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selectiori was based on exceptional
academic interest ind potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship
amount is Rupees 250/- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this
academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based

the satisfactory academic perfornance, adherence to the code of conduc! and the

availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic
performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship
amunt received.
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear SAHALA YASMIN ,

we are huppy to inform sAIl{LA YASMIN, B.com.coMpurER
APPLICATION , FIFTH SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the
management scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on
exceptional academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The
scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program
from this academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each
year based the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and
the availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fait to meet the academic
performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship
amount received.
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear AKSHAY T A,

We are happy to inform AKSHAY T A, B.Com.COMPUTER APPLICATION ,

SIXTH SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management

scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional

academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship

amount is Rupees 250/- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this

academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based

the satisfactory academic perfonnance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the

availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic

perfonnance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship

amount received.
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaT ABDUL HAKEEEM ,

We are happy to inform ABDUL HAKEEEM, B.Com.COMPUTER
APPLICATION , FIFTH SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the
management scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on
exceptional academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The
scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program
from this academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each
year based the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and

the availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic

e and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship
amount received.
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear ANEEZP A,

We are happy to inform ANEEZ P A, B.Com.COMPUTER APPLICATION ,

SIXTH SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management

scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional
academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship
amount is Rupees 250/- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this
academic 2A18-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based

the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the

availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic

performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship
amunt received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTASLAMVA,

We are happy to inform ASLAM V A, B.Com.COMPUTER APPLICATION ,

SIXTH SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management

scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional
academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship
amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this
academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based

the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the

availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic
performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship
amount received.
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MA]\AGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear Yazima Thasni ,

we are happy to inform Yazima Thasni, B.Sc. Mathematics , SECOND
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship
for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic
interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
'Rupees 

2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic
2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the
satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance
and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount
roceived-
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear Siddarth Menon,

We are huppy to iriform Siddarth Menon, B.Sc. Mathematics , SECOND
SEMESTER that you have beeq selected as a recipient of the management scholarship

for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic

interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic

2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the

satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance

and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount

received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFTER LETTER

DearNaseebaVA,

We are happy to inform Naseeba V A, B.Sc. Mathematics ', SECOND
SEMESTER that you havb been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship

for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic

interest'and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic

2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the

satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance

and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount

received-
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
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MANAGEME,NT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DearMehnazPA,

We are happy to inform Mehnaz P A, B.Sc. Mathematics , SECOND SEMESTER
that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic

year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential

observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the

awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The

scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic

performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any

reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct

nts, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMAtsI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DearShahanasOH,

We are happy to inform Shahanas O H, B.Sc. Mathematics , FOURTH

SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship

for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic

interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is

Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic

2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the

satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance

and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount

received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+t' Grade
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DearAfnananKM,

We are huppy to inform Afiranan K M, B.Sc. Mathematics , FOURTH

SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship

for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic

interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is

Rupees 25Ol- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic

2018-2}tg. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the

satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability

of funds. For any reason, discontinue sfudies or fail to meet the academic performance

and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount

received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSIilP

OFFER LETTER

DearAlenKA,

We are happy to inform Alen K A, B.Sc. Mathematics , FOURTH SEMESTER
that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic
year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential

observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 250/- for the
'awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The
scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic
performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any

reaso& discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct
requirements, wil[ be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+r' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 68067 l,
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DearBinsiyaVB,

We are happy to inform Binsiya V B, B.Sc. Mathematics , FOURTH SEMESTER
that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic
year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential
observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 25A/- for the
awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The
scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic
performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any
reason, disc0ntinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct
requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+r' Grade
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DearIrfanaTN,

We are happy to inform Irfana T N, B.Sc. Mathematics , FOURTH SEMESTER
that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic
year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential
observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 250/- for the
awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The
scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic
performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any
reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct
requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+t-' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
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MAIIAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

. OFFERLETTER

DearNadhiyaKN,

We are happy to inform Nadhiya K N, B.Sc. Mathematics , FOURTH
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship
for the academic year 2018-2A19. The selection was based on exceptional academic

interest and potential observed fiom among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 25Ol- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic
2018-20t9. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the
satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance

and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount
roceived.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+r' Grade
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DearNishithaPM,

We are happy to inform Nishitha P M, B.Sc. Mathematics , FOURTH
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship
for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic
interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic
2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the
satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reimon, discontinue sfudies or fail to meet the academic performance
and code of conduct requirements, wi[[ be obligated to repay the scholarship amount
received.
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear Ajmi Abbas K A ,

We are happy to inform Ajmi Abbas K A, B.Sc. Mathematics , SIXTH

SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship

for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic

interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is

Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic

20ft-2}19. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the

satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability

of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance

and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount

received.
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DearAnshad E C ,

We are huppy to inform Anshad E C, B.Sc. Mathematics , SIXTH SEMESTER
that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic
year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential
observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 250/- for the
awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The
scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic
performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any
reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct
rcquirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+t' Grade
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Principal : 9447520841
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DearAnsiyaPA,

We are happy to inform Ansiya P A, B.Sc. Mathematics , SIXTH SEMESTER

that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic

year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential

observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 250A for the

awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The

scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic

performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any

reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct

requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear Vimzim Iqbal ,

We are huppy to inform Vimzim Iqbal, B.C.A , FIFTH SEMESTER that you have

been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic year 2018-
2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential observed

from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for
each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount
and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic performance,

adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any reason,

discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic perfonnance and code of conduct
requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSIilP

OFFER LETTER

DearManooshakM,

We are happy to inform Manoosha k M, B.C.A , FIFTH SEMESTER that you
have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic year
2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential
observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the
awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The
scholarship arnount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic'
performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any
reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code ofconduct
requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DearMoharnmedAF,

We are happy to inform Mohammed A F, B.C.A , THIRD SEMESTER that you
have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic year

2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential

observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the

awardee for each semdster of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The

scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic
performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any

reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct
requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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MANAGEMEI\T SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DearAswinKU,

We are happy to inform Aswin K U, B.C.A , THIRD SEMESTER that you have
been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic year 2018-
2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential observed
from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees250l- for the awardee for
each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount
and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic performance,
adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any reason,

discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic perfo(nance and code of conduct
requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DearIsmiyaMI,

We are happy to inform Ismiya M I, B.C.A , THIRD SEMESTER that you have

been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic year 2018-
2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential observed

from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 250/- for the awardee for
each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount
and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic performance,
adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any reason,

discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic perfornance and code of conduct
requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 68067 t,
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DearAnjuPR,

We are happy to inform Anju P R, B.C.A , FIRST SEMESTER that you have been

selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019.
The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential observed from
among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each

semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and

tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to
the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or
fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct requirements, will be

obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear AJIN AKBAR ,

We are happy to inform AJIN AKBAR, B.Voo.DIGITAL FILM PRODUCTION

, SECOND SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management

scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional
academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship
amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this
academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based

the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the
availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic
performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship
amount received.
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTAKSHAYPU,

We are happy to inform AKSHAY P U, B.Voo.DIGITAL FILM PRODUCTION

, SECOND SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management

scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional
academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship
amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee f,or each semester of your program from this
academic 201,8-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based

the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the

availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic

performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship
amount received.
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LBTTER

DeaTAMALKB,

We are happy to inform AMAL K B, B.Voc.DIGITAL FILM PRODUCTION ,

SECOND SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management

scholarship for the. academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional
academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship
amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this
academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based

the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the

availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic

performance and code of conduct requirements, willbe obligated to repay the scholarship
amount received.
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTDEVADATHCS,

We are happy to inform DEVADATH C S, B.Voo.DIGITAL FILM
PRODUCTION , SECOND SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of
the management scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based

on exceptional academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The

scholarship amount is Rupees 250/- for the awardee for each semester of your program

from this academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each

year based the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and

the availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic

perfornrance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship

amount received.
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTRISHANCM,

We are happy to inform RISHAN C M, B.Voo.DIGITAL FILM PRODUCTION

, SECOND SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management

scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional

academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship

amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this

academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based

the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the

availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic

performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship

amount received.
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTDILSHANANM,

We are happy to inform DILSHANA N M, B.Com. COMPUTER APPLICATION
, FIFTH SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management

scholarship for the academic year 20t8-2019. The selection was based on exceptional
academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship
amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this
academic 20L8-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based

the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the

availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic
performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship
amount received.
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTRINSANAPA,

We are huppy to inform RINSANA P A, B.Com. COMPUTER APPLICATION ,

FIFTH SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management

scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional

academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship
amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this
academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based

the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the

availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic

performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship

amount received.
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTSWATHIPS,

we are happy to inform SWATHI P S, B.com. GOMPUTER APPLICATION ,

FIFTH SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management
scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional
academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship
amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this
academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based
the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the
availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic
performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship
amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaT SHAFNA JAMAL ,

We are happy to inform SHAFNA JAMAL, B.Com. COMPUTER
APPLICATION , FIFTH SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the

management scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on

exceptional academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The

scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program
from this academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each

year based the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and

the availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic
performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship
amount received.
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear SIVA PRASAD ,

We are happy to inform SIVA PRASAD, B.Com. COMPUTER APPLICATION
, FIFTH SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management
scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional
academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship
amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this
academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based
the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the
availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic
performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship
amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+t' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear ANEEZP A ,

We are happy to inform ANEEZ P A, B.Com. COMPUTER APPLICATION ,

FIFTH SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management

scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional

academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship

amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this

academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based

the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the

availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic

performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship

amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTANASPH,

we are happy to inform ANAS P H, B.com. coMpurER APPLICATION ,

THIRD SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management
scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional
academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship
amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this
academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based
the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the
availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic
performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship
amount received.
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear ANIT SAJEEV ,

We are happy to inform ANIT SAJEEV, B.Com. COMPUTER APPLICATION ,

THIRD SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management

scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional
academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship
amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this
academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based

the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the

availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic

performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship
amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear ASMI ,

we are happy to inform ASMI, B.com. COMPUTER APPLICATION , THIRD
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship
for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic
interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic

2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the
satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance
and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount
received.
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Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B+t' Grade
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTMEGHAOB,

We are happy to inform MEGHA O B, B.Com. COMPUTER APPLICATION ,

THIRD SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management

scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional

academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship

amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this

academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based

the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the

availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic

performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship

amount received.
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Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTALSHAPT,

We are huppy to inform ALSHA P T, B.Com. COMPUTER APPLICATION ,

THIRD SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management

scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional

academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship

amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this

academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based

the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the

availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic

performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship

amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 68067 1,

Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
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Principal : 9447520841
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTLAKSHMIPG,

We are huppy to inform LAKSHMI P G, B.Com. COMPUTER APPLICATION

, THIRD SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management

scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional

academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship

amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this

academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based

the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the

availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic

performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship

amount received.
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTFATHIMATH,

We are happy to inform FATHIMA T H, B.B.A , FIFTH SEMESTER that you

have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic year

2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential

observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the

awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The

scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic

performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any

reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct

requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTHASNAMH,

We are happy to inform HASNA M H, B.B.A , FIFTH SEMESTER that you have
been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic year 2018-
2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential observed
from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for
each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount
and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic performance,
adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any reason,

discontinue sfudies or fail to meet the academic perforrnance and code of conduct
requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 68067 l,
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Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www. mesasmabicollege.edu. in
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTALFIYATM,

We are happy to inform ALFIYA T M, B.A. MASS COMMUNICATION ,

THIRD SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management

scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional

academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship

amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this

academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based

the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the

availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic

performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship

amount received.
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MAI\AGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTALFIYATM,

We are happy to inform ALFIYA T M, B.A. MASS COMMLINICATION ,

THIRD SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management

scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional

academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship

amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this

academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based

the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the

availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic

performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship

amount received.
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTBILALSH,

We are huppy to inform BILAL S H, B.A. MASS COMMLINICATION , THIRD
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship
for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic
interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic
2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the
satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the avallability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance
and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount
received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear MOHAMED SHAFI K ,

We are huppy to inform MOHAMED SHAFI K, B.A. MASS
COMMUNICATION , THIRD SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient
of the management scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was
based on exceptional academic interest and potential observed from among the
applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of
your program from this academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is
renewable each year based the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code
of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to
meet the academic performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to
repay the scholarship amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaT JASSIM KHALID ,

We are happy to inform JASSIM KHALID, B.A. MASS COMMUNICATION ,

THIRD SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management
scholarship for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional
academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship
amount is Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this
academic 2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based

the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the
availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic
performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship
amount received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTNISAMNN,

We are happy to inform NISAM N N, B.A. MASS COMMLTNICATION , THIRD

SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship

for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic

interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is

Rupees 25Ol- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic

2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the

satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability

of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance

and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount

received.
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTSONANJ,

We are happy to inform SONA N J, B.Com. Cooperation , FIRST SEMESTER

that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship for the academic

year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic interest and potential

observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 2501- for the

'awardee for each semester of your program from this academic 2018-2019. The

scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the satisfactory academic

performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any

reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct

requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received.
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeaTAYOOSHES,

We are happy to inform AYOOSH E S, B.Com. Cooperation , THIRD
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship
for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic
interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic
2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the
satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance
and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount
received.
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MANIAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear SAEED SAD P N ,

We are huppy to inform SAEED SAD P N, B.Com. Cooperation , THIRD
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship

for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic

interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is

Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from thi's academic

2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the

satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance

and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount

received.

6,tfu
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal :9447520841
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

Dear DRISIryA T R,

We are happy to inform DRISHYA T & B.Com. Cooperation , FIFTH
SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship

for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic

interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is
Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic

2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the

satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability
of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance

and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount

received.
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M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE
Re-accredited by NAAC with 'B++' Grade
P.Vemballur, P.O. - 680671,
Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt.
Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
Web. www.mesasmabicollege.edu. in

Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596
Principal : 9447520841
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MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

OFFER LETTER

DeAT CHITHRA JAYAN ,

We are happy to inform CHITHRA JAYAN, B.Com. Cooperation , FIFTH

SEMESTER that you have been selected as a recipient of the management scholarship

for the academic year 2018-2019. The selection was based on exceptional academic

interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is

Rupees 2501- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic

2018-2019. The scholarship amount and tenure is renewable each year based the

satisfactory academic performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability

of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance

and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount

received.
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SCHOLARSHIP OFFER LETTER 

 

The following students have been selected as a recipient of the scholarship provided by 

the department alumni for the academic year 2018-19. The selection was based on exceptional 

academic interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount 

and tenure are renewable each year based the satisfactory academic performance, adherence to 

the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any reason, discontinue studies or fail 

to meet the academic performance and code of conduct requirements, will be obligated to repay 

the scholarship amount received. 

 

 

                                                                           

                                                                                                                                              Dr A Biju 

                                                                                                                             PRINCIPAL 

 

 



LIST OF STUDENTS AWARDED DEPARTMENT ALUMNI SCHOLARSHIP 

SL. 

NO 
NAME OF THE 

STUDENT 
DEPARTMENT SEMESTER AMOUNT 

PG DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS 

1 
FATHIMA ABBAS V K B.Sc. PHYSICS 

FIRST 
SEMESTER 500 

2 
SUROORA K A 

B.Sc. PHYSICS THIRD 
SEMESTER 500 

3 
MISRIYA M HUSSAIN 

B.Sc. PHYSICS FIFTH 
SEMESTER 500 

RESEARCH DEPARTMENT  OF COMMERCE 

1 
ANEESHA P M B.Com.  

Co-operation FIRST 500 
 

 

 DEPARTMENT OF B.VOC TOURISM AND HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT 

1 

ABHIRAMI P P 

B.Voc TOURISM 
AND 

HOSPITALITY 
MANAGEMENT SECOND 

350 

2 

MOHAMMED SABIN 

B.Voc TOURISM 
AND 

HOSPITALITY 
MANAGEMENT SECOND 

350 

3 MOHAMMED YASEEN 
M A 

B.Voc TOURISM 
AND 

HOSPITALITY 
MANAGEMENT SECOND 

350 

4 

RESHMA V T 

B.Voc TOURISM 
AND 

HOSPITALITY 
MANAGEMENT SECOND 

350 

5 

SHEREEF A S 

B.Voc TOURISM 
AND 

HOSPITALITY 
MANAGEMENT SECOND 

350 

 

DEPARTMENT OF AQUACULTURE 

1 MEHNAZ P A B.Sc. Mathematics Second 500 
2 MUHAMMED RASHID N M 

B.Sc. Mathematics 
Fourth 500 

3 ABHISHEK P S 
B.Sc. Mathematics 

Sixth 500 
 

PG DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND MANAGEMENT STUDIES 

1 
SHAHEEN K M 

B.Com. 
COMPUTER 

APPLICATION  FIFTH 
400 

2 
SHAHALA K S 

B.Com. 
COMPUTER 

APPLICATION  FIFTH  
400 

3 
AFSAL V T 

B.Com. 
COMPUTER 

APPLICATION  SIXTH  
400 



LIST OF STUDENTS AWARDED DEPARTMENT ALUMNI SCHOLARSHIP 

SL. 

NO 
NAME OF THE 

STUDENT 
DEPARTMENT SEMESTER AMOUNT 

4 
RAHUL P S 

B.Com. 
COMPUTER 

APPLICATION  FIFTH 
400 

5 
STEENA N S 

B.Com. 
COMPUTER 

APPLICATION  FIFTH 
400 

6 
IRFANA KI 

B.Com. 
COMPUTER 

APPLICATION  THIRD 
400 

7 HANNA T A B.Com. Finance THIRD 400 
8 ASHLY P B B.Com.Finance FIRST 400 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ENDOWMENT AWARD 



M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE 

Re-accredited by NAAC with ‘B++’ Grade 

P.Vemballur, P.O. – 680671, 

Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt. 

Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com 

Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in 

 
Tel.: Office : 0480- 

2850596 
Principal : 9447520841 

 

 

 

 

 

ENDOWMENT AWARD 

OFFER LETTER 

The following students have been selected as recipients of the Endowment Award for the 

academic year 2018-19, generously provided by the department alumni. This prestigious award is a 

testament to their exceptional talent and potential. It is designed to support their academic journey 

and witness the positive impact they will undoubtedly make on the campus community. 

Congratulations once again on this remarkable achievement. 

 

 

 

 

Dr A Biju 

PRINCIPAL 

mailto:principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
http://www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in/


LIST OF STUDENTS AWARDED ENDOWMENT AWARD 
 

 

 
SL. 

NO 

 

NAME OF 

THE 

STUDENT 

 
COURSE 

 
SEMESTER 

 
AMOUNT 

PG DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS 

1. 
SHAMSEENA CN B.A. ECONOMICS 

THIRD 

SEMESTER 
1000 

2. 
SUHAILA TK 

B.A. ECONOMICS THIRD 

SEMESTER 
1000 

3. 
FATHIMA NOURIN 

B.A. ECONOMICS FIRST 
SEMESTER 

1000 

4. 
PRABITHA KB 

B.A. ECONOMICS FIRST 
SEMESTER 

1000 

5. 
RUBEENA 

B.A. ECONOMICS FIRST 
SEMESTER 

1000 

6. 
SHABNA CS 

B.A. ECONOMICS FIRST 

SEMESTER 
1000 

7. 
SHAREENA VS 

B.A. ECONOMICS FIRST 
SEMESTER 

1000 

8. 
HIBA VM 

B.A. ECONOMICS FIRST 

SEMESTER 
1000 

9. 
SANDRA CV 

B.A. ECONOMICS FIRST 
SEMESTER 

1000 

 

RESEARCH DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY 

1 SIJOSHEMA P. S B.Sc. BOTANY 
FIRST 

SEMESTER 
1000 

2 
SABIREENA 

SHANAVAS 

B.Sc. BOTANY FIRST 

SEMESTER 
1000 

3 FATHIMA 

MOHAMMEDSAUD 

B.Sc. BOTANY SIXTH 

SEMESTER 
1000 

4 KAVYA TR 
B.Sc. BOTANY SIXTH 

SEMESTER 
1000 

 

DEPARTMENT OF AQUACULTURE 

1 
AISWARYA T G 

B.Sc. 
AQUACULTURE 

THIRD 
SEMESTER 

1000 

2 
 
MOHAMMED SHAKIR P 
S 

B.Sc. 
AQUACULTURE 

FOURTH 
SEMESTER 

1000 

3 
FAHMIDHA SHIRIN C 

B.Sc. 
AQUACULTURE 

SECOND 

SEMESTER 
1000 

4 
HIMAJA 

B.Sc. 
AQUACULTURE 

SECOND 
SEMESTER 

1000 

 

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS 

1 
ANN THERESA P J B.Sc. PHYSICS 

FIRST 

SEMESTER 
1000 

2 
RESHMA K R B.Sc. PHYSICS 

FIRST 

SEMESTER 
1000 

http://b.sc/
http://b.sc/
http://b.sc/
http://b.sc/


LIST OF STUDENTS AWARDED ENDOWMENT AWARD 
 

3 
SAMEENA M A B.Sc. PHYSICS 

THIRD 
SEMESTER 

1000 

4 AMMAR IBNU 
AYYOOB KA B.Sc. PHYSICS 

FIFTH 
SEMESTER 

1000 

 

 

 

DEPARTMENT OF BA MASS COMMUNICATION 
 

 
SL. 

NO 

 

NAME OF 

THE 

STUDENT 

 
COURSE 

 
SEMESTER 

 
AMOUNT 

 

1 
 
AKASH 

B.A. MASS 
COMMUNICATIO 

N 

 

THIRD 
SEMESTER 

1000 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SL. 

NO 

 

NAME OF 

THE 

STUDENT 

 
DEPARTMENT 

 
SEMESTER 

 
AMOUNT 

 

PG DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND MANAGEMENT 

STUDIES 

1 FAZNA SALIH B.Com. Finance 
THIRD 

SEMESTER 
1000 

2 NEKHA C S 
B.Com. Finance THIRD 

SEMESTER 
1000 

3 SAFA KABEER 
B.Com. Finance THIRD 

SEMESTER 
1000 

4 AHAMMED RISWAN 
B.Com. Finance THIRD 

SEMESTER 
1000 

5 AKSHAY M M 
B.Com. Finance FIRST 

SEMESTER 
1000 

6 ABHIRAMI M A 
B.Com. Finance FIRST 

SEMESTER 
1000 

7 YADHUKRISHNA G 
B.Com. Finance FIRST 

SEMESTER 
1000 

8 MUHAMMED FAHIS P H 
B.Com. Finance FIRST 

SEMESTER 
1000 

 

DEPARTMENT OF B VOC TOURISM AND HOSPITALITY 

MANAGEMENT 

 

1 
 
 

HARISHMA E N 

B.Voc. TOURISM 
AND HOSPITALITY 
MANAGEMENT 

 
SECOND 

SEMESTER 

 

1000 

 

2 
 
 

SACHIN SHAJI 

 

B.Voc. TOURISM 
AND HOSPITALITY 
MANAGEMENT 

 
SECOND 

SEMESTER 

 

1000 
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3 
 

YADHU KRISHNAN 

B.Voc. TOURISM 
AND HOSPITALITY 
MANAGEMENT 

 
SECOND 

SEMESTER 

 

1000 

 

RESEARCH DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

1 
ABHINAV V V B.Com. 

Co-operation 
 

FIRST 
SEMESTER 

1000 

2 
RIYO KHAMAZIN V N B.Com. 

Co-operation 
FIRST 

SEMESTER 
1000 

3 
DEEPTHI P P B.Com. 

Co-operation 
THIRD 

SEMESTER 
1000 

4 
SINU BABU B.Com. 

Co-operation 
THIRD 

SEMESTER 
1000 

5 
REJULA P R B.Com. 

Co-operation 
FIFTH 

SEMESTER 
1000 

6 
SHAMILA U M B.Com. 

Co-operation 
FIFTH 

SEMESTER 
1000 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STAFF CLUB SCHOLARSHIP 



STAFF CLUB, M.E.S. ASMABI COLLEGE 
Re-accredited by NAAC with ‘B++’ Grade 
P.Vemballur, P.O. – 680671, 

Kodungallur, Thrissur Dt. 

Email: principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com 

Web.www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SCHOLARSHIP OFFER LETTER 

 

 
Tel.: Office : 0480-2850596 

Principal : 9447520841 

Staff Secretary: 9946228297 

 

 

 

The following students have been selected as a recipient of the scholarship provided by 

Staff Club for the academic year 2018-19. The selection was based on exceptional academic 

interest and potential observed from among the applicants. The scholarship amount is Rupees 

350/- for the awardee for each semester of your program from this academic year 2018-19. 

The scholarship amount and tenure are renewable each year based the satisfactory academic 

performance, adherence to the code of conduct, and the availability of funds. For any reason, 

discontinue studies or fail to meet the academic performance and code of conduct requirements, 

will be obligated to repay the scholarship amount received. 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Dr A Biju 

STAFF SECRETARY PRINCIPAL 

mailto:principal.mesasmabi@gmail.com
http://www.mesasmabicollege.edu.in/


LIST OF STUDENTS AWARDED STAFF CLUB SCHOLARSHIP 
 

 

 
 

SL 

N 

O 

 

NAME 

 

COURSE 

 

SEMESTER 

1 
 

SHABNAM 

 
MA ENGLISH 

 
FIRST 

2 
 

ADITHYA MD 

 
BA ENGLISH 

 
FIRST 

3 
 

BINSHAR S 

 
BA ECONOMICS 

 
THIRD 

4 
 

JIMSHANA PA 

 
BA ECONOMICS 

 
THIRD 

5 
 

RAJESH PS 

 
BA ECONOMICS 

 
THIRD 

6 
 

NASIYA.KN 

 
BA ECONOMICS 

 
THIRD 

7 
ANJALI 

KRISHNA K.B 

 
BA ECONOMICS 

 
FIRST 

8 
NAVEENA 

NOURIN KA 

 
BA ECONOMICS 

 
FIRST 

9 
SHAHANAS 

MUJEEB 

 
BA ECONOMICS 

 
FIRST 

10 
AHAMMED 

FAYAZ 

 
BA ECONOMICS 

 
FIRST 

11 
 

HIDAYA PM 

 
BA ECONOMICS 

 
FIRST 

12 
 

ANAKHA E.P 

 
BSC BOTANY 

 
FIRST 

13 
 

AFRA 

 
BSC BOTANY 

 
SIXTH 

14 
 

ALIYA NK 

 
BSC BOTANY 

 
SIXTH 

15 
NUSREEN 

BANU KN 

 
BSC BOTANY 

 
SIXTH 

16 
 

RISVANA PK 

 
BSC BOTANY 

 
SIXTH 

17 
RUKSNA 

KABEER 

 
BVOC FISH PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 

 
FIRST 

18 
 

SILSHA P S 

 
BVOC FISH PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 

 
FIRST 

19 
 

ANFAL P A 

 
B.SC. AQUACULTURE 

 
FIFTH 

20  
HAFSEENA K H 

 
B.SC. AQUACULTURE 

 
FIFTH 

21  
ALTHAF E A 

 
B.SC. AQUACULTURE 

 
FIFTH 

22  
SHABNA NY 

 
B.SC. AQUACULTURE 

 
FIFTH 

23  
FASNA P K 

 
B.SC. AQUACULTURE 

 
THIRD 

http://nasiya.kn/
http://b.sc/
http://b.sc/
http://b.sc/
http://b.sc/
http://b.sc/


LIST OF STUDENTS AWARDED STAFF CLUB SCHOLARSHIP 
 

 
 

SL 

N 

O 

 

NAME 

 

COURSE 

 

SEMESTER 

24  
MEHJUBIN K 

 
B.SC. AQUACULTURE 

 
FIRST 

25 MOHAMMED 

SABEEL 
 

B.SC. AQUACULTURE 

 
FIRST 

26  
NABEEL P M 

 
B.SC. AQUACULTURE 

 
FIRST 

27 AISWARYA 

SANTHOSH 

 
BSC PHYSICS 

 
THIRD 

28 HAROON 

NOUSHAD 

 
BSC PHYSICS 

 
THIRD 

29 NAFEESATH 

MISRIYA M M 

 
BSC PHYSICS 

 
FIFTH 

30  
NAHID V N 

 
BSC PHYSICS 

 
FIFTH 

31  
SALWA 

 
B COM FINANCE 

 
FIFTH 

32  
YAHSINA P R 

 
B COM FINANCE 

 
FIFTH 

33 
AJMAL K K 

ASHFAK 

HAMEED 

 
 

B COM FINANCE 

 
 

FIFTH 

34 DHANALAKSH 

MI T N 

 
B COM FINANCE 

 
FIFTH 

35  
ANSIYA T A 

 
B COM FINANCE 

 
THIRD 

36 
AKASH 

KRISHNA T V 
 

B COM FINANCE 

 
FIRST 

37 
 

SHIFAS 

 
B COM FINANCE 

 
FIRST 

38 
 

SEETHAL P B 

 
B COM FINANCE 

 
FIRST 

39 
 

ATHULYA P A 

 
B COM FINANCE 

 
FIRST 

40  
NASEERA K M 

 
BSC PSYCHOLOGY 

 
FIFTH 

41  
RAEESA 

 
BSc Psychology 

 
FIFTH 

42 
 

SHIRIN T T 

 
BSc Psychology 

 
FIFTH 

43 
 

NIMRAN KAZAR 

 
BSc Psychology 

 
FIFTH 

44 
 

SAMEEHA T S 

 
BSc Psychology 

 
FIFTH 

45 
 

AMRUTHA GOPI 

 
BSc Psychology 

 
FIFTH 

46 
 

SAHALA M A 

 
BSc Psychology 

 
FIFTH 

http://b.sc/
http://b.sc/
http://b.sc/
http://b.sc/
http://b.sc/
http://b.sc/
http://b.sc/
http://b.sc/
http://b.sc/
http://b.sc/


LIST OF STUDENTS AWARDED STAFF CLUB SCHOLARSHIP 
 

 
 

SL 

N 

O 

 

NAME 

 

COURSE 

 

SEMESTER 

47 
SAHALA 

MUMTHAS P 

M 

 
BSc Psychology 

 
FIFTH 

48 
 

SMRITHI K B 

 
BSc Psychology 

 
FIFTH 

49 
 

ARJUN K U 

 
BSc Psychology 

 
FIFTH 

50 
 

KRISHNA V K 

 
BSc Psychology 

 
FIFTH 

51  
SAFHANA K F 

B.VOC TOURISM AND HOSPITALITY 

MANAGEMENT 

 
SECOND 

52  
SWATHY P S 

 
BCOM COMPUTER APPLICATION 

 
FIFTH 

53  
BINCY 

 
BCOM COMPUTER APPLICATION 

 
SIXTH 

54  
FARSANA KI 

 
BCOM COMPUTER APPLICATION 

 
SIXTH 

55  
NEENU P A 

 
BCA 

 
FIFTH 

56 ARUNKUMAR 

M S 

 
BCA 

 
FIFTH 

57  
SINI 

 
BCA 

 
THIRD 

58  
SIVAJITH K S 

 
BCA 

 
THIRD 

59  
SANIJA 

 
BCA 

 
THIRD 

60 NOOHA 

PARWIN 
 

BCA 

 
FIRST 

61  
MISHAL T B 

 
BCA 

 
FIRST 

62 
HARIKRISHNA

N M R 
 

B.VOC DIGITAL FILM PRODUCTION 

 
SECOND 

63 
JUNAID 

ABDUL 

KHADER M 

 
B.VOC DIGITAL FILM PRODUCTION 

 
SECOND 

64 
 

MIROSH N R 

 
B.VOC DIGITAL FILM PRODUCTION 

 
SECOND 

65  
SALIN T S 

 
B.VOC DIGITAL FILM PRODUCTION 

 
SECOND 

66  
RAHUL P S 

 
BCOM COMPUTER APPLICATION 

 
FIFTH 

67  
RINSHAD T K 

 
BCOM COMPUTER APPLICATION 

 
FIFTH 

68  
SAHALA K S 

 
BCOM COMPUTER APPLICATION 

 
FIFTH 

69  
ANOOP K R 

 
BCOM COMPUTER APPLICATION 

 
FIFTH 

http://b.sc/
http://b.sc/
http://b.sc/
http://b.sc/


LIST OF STUDENTS AWARDED STAFF CLUB SCHOLARSHIP 
 

 
 

SL 

N 

O 

 

NAME 

 

COURSE 

 

SEMESTER 

70 
AKSHAY V A BCOM COMPUTER APPLICATION FIFTH 

71 BASIL 

BASHEER 
 

BCOM COMPUTER APPLICATION 

 
FIFTH 

72  
JISHNU DAS 

 
BCOM COMPUTER APPLICATION 

 
THIRD 

73  
NOUSHIDHA 

 
BCOM COMPUTER APPLICATION 

 
THIRD 

74  
AMAL P N 

 
BCOM COMPUTER APPLICATION 

 
THIRD 

75  
VIDHU N S 

 
BCOM COMPUTER APPLICATION 

 
THIRD 

76 
 

ADIL K A 

 
BA MASS COMMUNICATION 

 
THIRD 

77 
SAHALSHA A S  

B.COM CO-OPERATION 

 
FIRST 

78 
GOPIKA K R B.COM CO-OPERATION                FIRST 

79 
FATHIMA A S B.COM CO-OPERATION           FIRST 

80 
NIZAM 

ABDUL 

RAZAK 

B.COM CO-OPERATION  
FIRST 

81 
MUHAMMAD 

ANSAL A S 
B.COM CO-OPERATION  

FIRST 

82 
SHAMILA K B B.COM CO-OPERATION           FIRST 

83 
SANDHRA MOL 

P S 
B.COM CO-OPERATION  

THIRD 

84 
MOHAMED 

IFAD P M 
B.COM CO-OPERATION  

THIRD 

85 
LIMNA 

LATHEEF 
B.COM CO-OPERATION  

THIRD 

86 
SHAHANA N K B.COM CO-OPERATION  

THIRD 

87 
MEHNA SHAIJU B.COM CO-OPERATION  

THIRD 

88 
RESMI K D B.COM CO-OPERATION  

THIRD 

89 
AMINA C K B.COM CO-OPERATION  

THIRD 

90 
AMAL K S B.COM CO-OPERATION  

THIRD 

91 
UNNIMAYA A A B.COM CO-OPERATION  

THIRD 

92 
HARIPRIYA S B.COM CO-OPERATION  

THIRD 



LIST OF STUDENTS AWARDED STAFF CLUB SCHOLARSHIP 
 

 
 

SL 

N O 

 

NAME 

 

COURSE 

 

SEMESTER 

93 
FATHIMA 

RAFIQ 
B.COM CO-OPERATION  

THIRD 

94 
SANDRA E S B.COM CO-OPERATION  

FIFTH 

95 
MIDHUN AM B.COM CO-OPERATION                FIFTH 

96 
MOHAMMED 

MUNAVAR P M 
B.COM CO-OPERATION  

FIFTH 

97 
MUHAMMED 

ABIZER M N 
B.COM CO-OPERATION  

FIFTH 

98 
JAYAKRISHNA 

N K 
B.COM CO-OPERATION  

FIFTH 

99 
ASHITHA K 

SHAJI 
B.COM CO-OPERATION  

FIFTH 

100 
KAVYA P B.COM CO-OPERATION  

FIFTH 

101 
ABHIRAMI M A B.COM CO-OPERATION  

FIFTH 

102 
SAINABA E M BA ENGLISH THIRD 

  103 THASNA 
NASAR BA ENGLISH 

THIRD 

  104 
THASNEEM BA ENGLISH 

THIRD 

  105 
AJISHMA K P BA ENGLISH 

THIRD 

106 
ANEESHA S P BA ENGLISH 

THIRD 

107 SHAMEEMA P 
H BA ENGLISH 

THIRD 

108 ASWIN 
KRISHNA T M BA ENGLISH 

THIRD 

109 
ALFA K M BA ENGLISH 

THIRD 

110 
ARYA P S BA ENGLISH 

THIRD 

111 KEERTHANA 
ANISH BA ENGLISH 

THIRD 

112 
NADHA T A BA ENGLISH 

THIRD 

113 
 

ADHNAN P T 

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION THIRD 

114 
MUHAMMED 

JASEEL V J 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION THIRD 

115 
MUHAMMED 

NAHAS P A 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION THIRD 

116 
MUNEER 

AHAMED N N 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION THIRD 

117 
 

NIMITHA K R 

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION THIRD 



LIST OF STUDENTS AWARDED STAFF CLUB SCHOLARSHIP 
 

118 
NISHANA 

THASNEEM P K 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION THIRD 

119 
 

NIYA K A 

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION THIRD 

120 
NIZAMUDHEEN 

K K 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION THIRD 

121 
 

NOORJAHAN P S 

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION THIRD 

  122 

 

 

RAMEES C N 

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION THIRD 
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